Commencement 2021

Saturday, May 8, 2021
10:00 a.m.
Graduates of The College of Wooster should demonstrate these personal and intellectual capacities:

- Independent Thinking
- Integrative and Collaborative Inquiry
- Dynamic Understanding of the Liberal Arts
- Effective Communication
- Global Engagement
- Justice and Civic and Social Responsibility

Our Mission

The College of Wooster is a community of independent minds, working together to prepare students to become leaders of character and influence in an interdependent global community. We engage motivated students in a rigorous and dynamic liberal education. Mentored by a faculty nationally recognized for excellence in teaching, Wooster graduates are creative and independent thinkers with exceptional abilities to ask important questions, research complex issues, solve problems, and communicate new knowledge and insight.
Commencement Participants

The College of Wooster Pipe Band
    Sean Lawry, snare drummer (Instructor)
    Jacob Shelton '22, bagpiper
    Palmer Shonk '10, bagpiper (Instructor)

Marshals for the Class of 2021
    Michelle L. Johnson, Associate Professor of Communication Studies and
        Associate Dean for Advising, APEX
    Drew Pasteur, Associate Professor of Mathematics & Computer Science and
        Chair of the Department
    Pamela B. Pierce, Professor of Mathematical Sciences
    Mark Snider, Robert E. Wilson Professor of Chemistry, Biochemistry
        & Molecular Biology and Program Chair
    Thomas Wood, Professor of Music

Marshals for the Faculty
    Amber Garcia, Associate Professor of Psychology and Women's, Gender,
        & Sexuality Studies
    Shelley A. Judge, Associate Professor of Earth Sciences and Chair of the Department

Providing the Invocation
    Anne A. Wilson '73, Trustee

President
    Sarah R. Bolton

Representing the Class of 2021
    Austrella Beverly Balley '21
    Angela Hiawoea Danso Gyane '21
    Stachal Harris '21
    Saeed Husain '21

Providing the Commencement Address
    Anita L. Allen

Provost
    Lisa Perfetti

Registrar
    Nicholas Szymanski

Representing The Alumni Association
    Christine A. Farrell '94, President, Alumni Association

Providing the Benediction
    The Reverend David A. Rice, Trustee

Incoming Chair of The College of Wooster Board of Trustees
    Sally Staley '78
Commencement Ceremony 2021
President Sarah R. Bolton, Ph.D., presiding

Procession  The College of Wooster Pipe Band
Soloist  Angela Hiawobea Danso Gyane ’21

The Journey
Invocation  Anne A. Wilson ’73, Trustee
Welcome  President Bolton
For the Class of 2021  Saeed Husain ’21
Stachal Harris ’21
Austrella Beverly Balley ’21

Conferring of Honorary Degree  President Bolton
Anita L. Allen, Ph.D., J.D., M.A
Doctor of Laws

Commencement Address  Anita L. Allen
“The Road Home”  Wooster Chorus & Alumni

Presentation of the Degrees in Course  Provost Perfetti
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music Education
Bachelor of Music Therapy

Conferring of the Degrees in Course  President Bolton
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music Education
Bachelor of Music Therapy

Reflections from the Class of 2021

Welcome to the Alumni Association  Christine A. Farrell ’94
Benediction  The Reverend David A. Rice, Trustee
Anne A. Wilson ’73, Trustee

Anne Wilson, a 1973 graduate of The College of Wooster and current member of the Board of Trustees, is a seasoned educator. After teaching in both public and private middle schools, and surviving the middle school years of her own two children, she served as an educator in three different Presbyterian churches in Houston, Texas. In 2017, she received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Association of Presbyterian Church Educators.

Anne is a passionate volunteer for several non-profit boards, including: Presbyterian Pan American School, Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary, Texas Presbyterian Foundation, Presbyterian Association of Musicians, and the Association of Presbyterian Church Educators.

She previously served a term on the Alumni Board, including a term as president as well as Alumni Trustee. She and her husband received the John D. McGee Volunteer Award from Wooster in 2019.

Her high school sweetheart and spouse, William “Butch” M. Wilson, Jr., is also a 1973 alumnus of Wooster with a degree in geology. Their son Michael graduated from The College of Wooster in 2005 with a degree in sociology. The accomplishments for which she and her husband Butch are most proud are raising their two children, Meredith and Michael, and grandparenting three grandsons and nine grand-dogs.

Dr. Anita L. Allen

Anita Allen, the Henry R. Silverman Professor of Law and professor of philosophy at University of Pennsylvania Law School, is an internationally recognized expert on philosophical dimensions of privacy and data protection law, ethics, bioethics, legal philosophy, women’s rights, and diversity in higher education.

A graduate of Harvard Law School with a Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Michigan, Dr. Allen is the first African-American woman to hold both a Ph.D. in philosophy and a law degree. She was Penn’s vice provost for faculty from 2013-2020, and chaired the Provost’s Arts Advisory Council. She has served on the faculty at Cornell and as a visiting professor at Tel Aviv University, Waseda University, Villanova, the University of Arizona, Harvard, and Yale. She is also an elected member of the National Academy of Medicine, the American Law Institute, and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

From 2010 to 2017, Dr. Allen served on President Obama’s Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues. She was presented the Lifetime Achievement Award of the Electronic Privacy Information Center in 2015 and currently serves as chair of its board.


Rev. David A. Rice, Trustee

Rev. David Rice is pastor at First Presbyterian Church of Wooster and a member of The College of Wooster Board of Trustees. He grew up in Taiwan as a son of Presbyterian missionaries.

Rev. Rice is a former professional opera singer, performing in regional opera houses and concert halls across the U.S. and at the opera house in Wuppertal, Germany, and as a guest artist in other German opera houses from 1989-96. He earned a bachelor’s in music and theater from North Park University in Chicago, and a master’s of music in voice performance from Northwestern University.

After being called to ministry in the late 1990s, Rev. Rice earned a master’s of divinity from Columbia Theological Seminary. From 2000-2014, he was pastor and head of staff at First Presbyterian Church in Anniston, Alabama. He was named pastor and head of staff at First Presbyterian Church of Wooster in April 2014.

He is married to Karolyn, a musician and piano teacher, and they have two sons: Brendan, living and working in Rome, Italy, and Brian, who is working for Texas Tech University in Dallas, Texas.
Degrees

Degrees Conferred August 31, 2020

Bachelor of Arts
Andrea Arts  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Studio Art HONORS
Sarah Bonnelle-Roberts  Williamston, Michigan  Environmental Geoscience
D'Andre Evann Brown  Atlanta, Georgia  Mathematics
Evan Christopher Jenkins  Canton  Political Science
Jacob Adam Lautman  Cincinnati  Business Economics
Isaiah Logan  Richmond, Indiana  Communication Studies

Degrees Conferred December 31, 2020

Bachelor of Arts
Jacob Paul Bueter  Columbus  History / Education
Kevin Brooks Compliment  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Philosophy
Ryan Daniel Farrell  Northbrook, Illinois  History
Seth Green  Millersburg  Theatre-Modern Dance
Robert Earl Hunt  Sherwood, Oregon  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Evan Xavier Jackson  Chicago, Illinois  Biology
Nell Lorraine Kacmarek  Dexter, Michigan  Communication Sciences & Disorders / Education
Braxton Wayne McDonald  Knoxville, Tennessee  Political Science
Carlos Eduardo Mejia  San Diego, California  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Nabil Zhang Osborn  East Lansing, Michigan  Political Science
Crystal Dominique Sermon  Conyers, Georgia  Psychology
Cobi Grace Warstler  New Albany  Psychology / Education

Degrees Conferred December 31, 2020

Bachelor of Music Therapy
Morgan Paige Kelly*  Lutherville Timonium, Maryland  Music Therapy
Degrees

Degrees Conferred May 8, 2021

Bachelor of Arts

Randa Elie Abboud North Royalton Student Designed: History of Science and Ancient Medicine HONORS
Joaco Abos Amo Ayegui, Spain Mathematics
Jacob Mansfield Abramo Wooster Philosophy HONORS
Lizbeth Acevedo Chicago, Illinois Political Science
Grace Elizabeth Adkins Staunton, Virginia Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Julia Ajello Decatur, Georgia Biology HONORS
Chantell Abena Buaduwaa Akuffo Cleveland Computer Science
Michael David Alber Ypsilanti, Michigan Biology
Mian Ahsan Ali Lahore, Pakistan Mathematics
Paapa Kwame Amoako-Temeng Dodowa Accra, Ghana Mathematics
Owen Thomas Arace Bexley History HONORS
Carina Gopa Arnosti East Lansing, Michigan Psychology
Olivia Christine Azzarita Greensboro, North Carolina Political Science
Kyla Materese Babics Lorain Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Rachel Leigh Backstrom Valley Falls, New York Neuroscience HONORS
Meghan Badge Saint Johns, Michigan Communication Sciences & Disorders HONORS
Cambry Baker Bruce Twp, Michigan Environmental Studies HONORS
Stuart Ball Cleveland Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Austrella Beverly Balley Saint Louis, Missouri Political Science

The William A. Galpin Award for General Excellence in College Work, 1st

Mili Barai Rajkot, India Physics
Sydney Lynn Barger Bellbrook German Studies / Music
Morgan Barnett Saint Paul, Minnesota Classical Studies HONORS
Laura Elizabeth Barnhill Juneau, Alaska Student Designed: Linguistics HONORS
Siddhant Bassi* Bangalore, India Religious Studies
Alexis Katelyn Bauer Dover Chemistry
Jackson Beckerley  Denali National Park, Alaska  Political Science
Wesley William Beeler*  Westport, Connecticut  History
Kennedey M. Bell  Gambier  Communication Studies  HONORS
Nicole Catherine Benya*  Falls Church, Virginia  Philosophy
Erica Berent  West Middlesex, Pennsylvania  Biology  HONORS
Rephael Moshe Berkooz  Ann Arbor, Michigan  Mathematics  HONORS
Sofia Biegeleisen*  Athens  History  HONORS / Spanish  HONORS
Zoie Déja Bills*  Detroit, Michigan  Communication Studies
Hallie N. Bischoff  Apple Creek  Biology
Angie Bittar  Powell  Political Science  HONORS
Jayne Elizabeth Blinkhorn  Wadsworth  Chemistry / Education  HONORS
Ashley Boersma  Ada, Michigan  Neuroscience  HONORS
Jenelle Chante Booker*  Lilburn, Georgia  Chemistry
Luke Borgelt  Zeeland, Michigan  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS
Meghan Leigh Botsch  Atlanta, Georgia  Communication Sciences & Disorders  HONORS
Grace Gloria Bouker  Antioch, Illinois  Neuroscience  HONORS
Anne Cora Bowers  Falmouth, Massachusetts  Psychology / Education  HONORS
Arden Boyd  Lookout Mountain, Tennessee  Environmental Studies
Camryn Alyce Bragg  Atlanta, Georgia  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology / Spanish
Annelisea Marie Brand  Canton  Anthropology  HONORS
Giovanny Andres Bravo*  Miami, Florida  Global & International Studies
Cole Cavin Brennan  Camarillo, California  Chemistry
Matthew James Brennan  Arlington, Virginia  English
Jerry Lamar Bronson II*  McDonough, Georgia  Student Designed: Entrepreneurship Studies
Brooke Brown  Columbus  Business Economics
Lauren Elizabeth Brown  Akron  Religious Studies  HONORS
Margaret Irene Brown  Webster, New York  Communication Studies
Wyatt Holiday Brugge  Bellingham, Washington  English  HONORS
Lydia Noelle Bruno  Tiffin  Biology  HONORS
Johanna Bueno  Chicago, Illinois  Biology
Manh Duc Bui*  Hanoi, Vietnam  Chemistry
Tran Ahn Vu Bui  Hanoi, Vietnam  Mathematics
Chloe Lynn Burdette  *Howard  Communication Studies
Brendan James Burke  Bainbridge Island, Washington  History
Emma Busch  Haslett, Michigan  Mathematics HONORS
Cassianna Buzzelli  Mars, Pennsylvania  Communication Studies
Sarah Alexis Campbell*  Lakewood, Colorado  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Oscar Carmona Arriaga  Chicago, Illinois  Biology
Sienna Carr  Salem, New Hampshire  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Samuel James Casey  Cranberry Twp, Pennsylvania  Political Science
Claire Marie Cerne  Cleveland Heights  Environmental Geoscience
Shay Elizabeth Chapman  Cranberry Twp, Pennsylvania  Psychology
Sanket Chavan  Nagpur, India  Economics
Xi Cheng  Beijing, China  Business Economics
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub  Fes, Morocco  Global & International Studies HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Lesley Naa-Kwaama Chinery  Dacula, Georgia  Communication Studies HONORS
Tanaka Gregory Chingonzo  Harare, Zimbabwe  Computer Science
Dillon Patrick Chipman  Rehoboth Beach, Delaware  Biology
Aditi Chowbey  Kolkata, India  Mathematics HONORS
Catera Monique Clark*  Youngstown  Political Science
Paige Chantelle Clay  Denver, Colorado  Political Science / Africana Studies
Alyxandra Claycomb  Clarendon Hills, Illinois  Global & International Studies / Spanish
Noah S. Clement  Bethesda, Maryland  Business Economics
Madelyn Amanda Cobb  Stow  Philosophy
Alex Cohen  Olney, Maryland  Philosophy HONORS
Zenobia Danielle Conrad  Orrville  Business Economics
Jacob Cook  Lancaster  History
Emmalee Cooke  Wakeman  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jena Nicole Copley  Lagrange  Biology
Elizabeth Maria Cotton  Cleveland Heights  Sociology HONORS / French HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Zoe Sallee Covey  Downers Grove, Illinois  English HONORS
Noah William Crane  Geneseo, New York  Psychology HONORS
Caden Croft  Coshocton  Biology / Education ♢
Eliza Anne Cullen  Amherst, New Hampshire  History HONORS
Katrina Estill Culler  Burnsville, Minnesota  Political Science
Abby Rose Cunningham  Rochester, New York  Psychology  HONORS
Anh Tran Quynh Dam  Hanoi City, Vietnam  Computer Science
Andrew Danison  Columbus  Biology  HONORS
Bryce Clayton Danovskis  Niagara Falls, New York  German Studies
Angela Hiawobea Danso Gyane  Woodbridge, Virginia  Political Science / History
Hung Tuan Dao  Ha Noi, Vietnam  Business Economics  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Oria Lee Daugherty  Hamilton  Biology  HONORS
Claire Elaine Davidson  Mequon, Wisconsin  Sociology  HONORS / English  HONORS
Lachlan Everett Davidson  Wellesley, Massachusetts  Urban Studies
Jonathan Davies  Dallas, Texas  Political Science  HONORS
Jack De La Cruz  Oak Park, Illinois  Computer Science
Michael Dean  Farmington Hills, Michigan  Sociology
Erin Delaney  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  History
Carlos Desantiago  Chicago, Illinois  Theatre-Modern Dance
Gillian Rose Desonier-Lewis  Gettysburg, Pennsylvania  Environmental Studies  HONORS
Kendra Rose Devereux  Finksburg, Maryland  Environmental Geoscience  HONORS
Alethea Grace Deyhle  Evanston, Illinois  Student Designed: Social Welfare  HONORS
Jay Anthony DiBacco  Strasburg  Biology
Salim Dohri  Casablanca, Morocco  Computer Science
Maggie Riggs Dougherty  Charlottesville, Virginia  Global & International Studies  HONORS
Estelle Dowling  Akron  Biology  HONORS
Gerald Michael Dryden II  Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania  Theatre-Modern Dance  HONORS
Lillian Leigh Dunning  Wilmington  Political Science
Sarah Foley Duran  Portland, Oregon  Sociology  HONORS
Marcel Lignani Elkouri  Deerfield Beach, Florida  Neuroscience  HONORS
Estelle Dowling  Akron  Biology  HONORS
Gerald Michael Dryden II  Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania  Theatre-Modern Dance  HONORS
Lillian Leigh Dunning  Wilmington  Political Science
Sarah Foley Duran  Portland, Oregon  Sociology  HONORS
Marcel Lignani Elkouri  Deerfield Beach, Florida  Neuroscience  HONORS
The Dan F. Lockhart Outstanding Senior Award
Holly Noelle Engel  Geneva  French  HONORS / English  HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Maxwell B. Engel  Menomonie, Wisconsin  Political Science
Aidan Enright  Lincoln, Rhode Island  Political Science
Elyse Evans  Cleveland Heights  Political Science
Kaitlyn Evans  *Piqua*  Neuroscience
Abby Everidge  *Fishers, Indiana*  English HONORS
Anabel Helena Faigin  *West Bloomfield, Michigan*  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Danté M. Fair  *Granville*  Communication Studies
Evan Thomas Faxon  *Cleveland*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Lilia Marie Federico  *Edmonds, Washington*  Anthropology / Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies
Alex Fiander  *Akron*  Philosophy HONORS
Morgan Paige Fields  *Hudson*  English HONORS / Education HONORS
Megan Anne Fisher  *Sheffield Village*  Physics
Abigail Fisk  *Cincinnati*  Studio Art HONORS
Daniel Thomas Fleming  *Canal Fulton*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Sierra A. Foltz  *Brunswick*  English HONORS
Katherine Rose Fong  *Toledo*  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Wyatt Christopher Foss  *Lake Bluff, Illinois*  Biology
Joanna Nicole Fowler*  *Warsaw*  Anthropology / History
Wilson Freije*  *Indianapolis, Indiana*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Jack Galle  *Shoreview, Minnesota*  History
Yuchen Gan  *Chengdu, China*  Physics
Tiago García Ferrer  *Santiago de Queretaro, Mexico*  Religious Studies HONORS / English HONORS
Justin Dean Garibotti  *Berea*  English HONORS / Spanish HONORS
McKenna Sarah Gassman  *Lake Orion, Michigan*  Biology
Christopher Gately  *San Diego, California*  Global & International Studies
Halen Gifford  *New Albany, Indiana*  Communication Studies HONORS
Rachel Delilah Ginsburg  *Dayton*  History
Asvin Gireesh  *Wooster*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Joshua Gluck  *Bay Village*  Biology HONORS
Klever Gopar  *Chicago, Illinois*  Computer Science
Hannah Lorraine Greenland  *Cleveland*  Neuroscience
Beau Henry Greenwood*  *Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania*  Communication Studies
Peter Everett Greenwood*  *Northborough, Massachusetts*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Rachel Greer  *Grand Haven, Michigan*  Neuroscience
Max Gregg  *Denver, Colorado*  Philosophy HONORS
Megan Rose Gronau  *Livonia, Michigan*  Neuroscience
Zhen Guo  
Beijing, China  
Computer Science HONORS / Sociology HONORS

Sosi Hailu-Chanyalew  
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  
Philosophy HONORS / Neuroscience

Nathaniel Joseph Haines  
Linesville, Pennsylvania  
Music HONORS

Daniel Jonathan Halbing*  
Charlotte, North Carolina  
Physics HONORS / Philosophy

Laura Ann Haley  
Tiffin  
Communication Studies HONORS

Anna Halgash  
Corning, New York  
English HONORS / History

Cydney Grace Hall*  
Novi, Michigan  
Sociology

Amanda Han  
Beijing, China  
Biology HONORS / Chinese HONORS

Sydney Maureen Hanes  
Arlington, Texas  
Global & International Studies HONORS

Nicholas William Hanna  
Chagrin Falls  
Political Science

Breanna Lashea Harrell*  
Chicago, Illinois  
Communication Sciences & Disorders

Marlayna Harris  
Baton Rouge, Louisiana  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS

Stachal Harris  
Phoenix, Arizona  
Political Science HONORS

Elena Denali Hart  
Evanston, Illinois  
Studio Art HONORS

Bradlee Elizabeth Hartman  
Morgantown, West Virginia  
Communication Studies HONORS

Piper Hamilton Hartman  
Berwyn, Pennsylvania  
Studio Art HONORS

Heather Hartmann  
Pine, Colorado  
Spanish HONORS / Chemistry HONORS

Katie Harvey  
Ellicott City, Maryland  
Global & International Studies HONORS

Benjamin Robert Alick Hassan  
Manchester, Michigan  
Religious Studies HONORS

Madison Marie Heller  
Ashland  
Chemistry

Devin Andrew Henson  
New Vienna  
Archaeology HONORS

Mark A Herron, Jr.*  
Youngstown  
History

Laurny Alicia Hill  
Liberty Twp  
Biology

Max Hill*  
Fletcher, North Carolina  
Neuroscience HONORS

Nathan Yoder Hill  
Cleveland  
Neuroscience

Kaylin Nicole Hoffman  
Cincinnati  
French HONORS

Grant Douglas Holter  
Euclid  
Geology

Sarah Ives Hopkins  
Wooster  
Communication Studies HONORS

Georgia Louise Hopps-Weber  
Berea  
Chemistry / Art History HONORS

Turner James Horn  
Wooster  
Political Science

Wenhao Hu  
Beijing, China  
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Yu Hu  
Shenzhen, China  
Global & International Studies

Junbo Huang*  
Guangdong, China  
Business Economics
Ciara Larkin Hudson  Conway, Massachusetts  Political Science
Antuoine Hunt-Strong*  Richmond Heights  Communication Studies
Saeed Husain  Karachi, Pakistan  Anthropology HONORS
  The William A. Galpin Award for General Excellence in College Work, 1st
Molly Kathleen Hutter  Wake Forest, North Carolina  Mathematics
Isabella Lence Ilievski  Waterbury, Connecticut  Psychology HONORS / Education HONORS ♦
Miyauna Monique Nicole Incarnato  Akron  Environmental Studies
Tessa Ireton  Dublin  Economics HONORS
Amu Ishikawa*  Kawasaki, Japan  Philosophy / Communication Studies
Alayt Abraham Issak  Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  Mathematics HONORS
Maria Helen Janasko  Sheffield Lake  Communication Studies
Brianna Labeth Jarrell  Springfield  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Claire Marie Jennings  Bay Village  Art History HONORS
Haoyu Jiang  Zhengzhou, China  Biology
Levi Remington Johnson  Terre Haute, Indiana  Business Economics
Nia Johnson  Decatur, Georgia  Political Science HONORS
Olivia Grace Johnson  Thornville  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson  Wickliffe  Communication Sciences & Disorders HONORS
DeShaun Jones  Macedonia  Business Economics
Harlan Carter Jones*  Oakwood Village  Student Designed: Entrepreneurship Studies
Jack Jones  Marietta, Georgia  History HONORS
Orlando T. Jones  Elyria  Student Designed: Philosophy of Politics
Leah Hanan Jorn  Shorewood, Wisconsin  Environmental Studies HONORS
Clare Eudoxia Jusdanis*  Columbus  Studio Art
Shivam K C  Kathmandu, Nepal  Mathematics HONORS
Jonah Kadens*  Pittsboro, North Carolina  Student Designed: Sociology of Education ♦
Jessica Lily Megan Kamen  Glencoe, Illinois  Neuroscience
Serigne-Abdoulahad Kebe  New York, New York  Philosophy
Madeleine Florence Keller  Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam  Economics HONORS / Education HONORS ♦
Amelia Ann Garrison Kemp  Colorado Springs, Colorado  Communication Studies HONORS / Sociology HONORS
Andrew T Kilbride  Cleveland  English HONORS
Dante Gibby King  New Kensington, Pennsylvania  Classical Studies HONORS
Mattaeus Klonowski  Lincolnshire, Illinois  Chemistry HONORS / Physics
Craig Klumpp  Delaware  Physics
Bryce Knopp  Northport, New York  Biology HONORS
Kamron Isle Knowlton  Cranesville, Pennsylvania  Chemistry
Jillian Madeleine Kouayara  Austin, Texas  Art History
Marloes Krabbe  Livonia, Michigan  Art History HONORS / Anthropology HONORS
The Jonas O. Notestein Prize
Eric Alexander Kraus  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Trevor Alexander Krisan  Commerce Twp, Michigan  Mathematics
David Ku  West Bloomfield, Michigan  Mathematics
Andrew Michael Kunkel  Charlottesville, Virginia  Physics HONORS
Nasua Oforiwa Labi*  Tema, Ghana  Economics
Larissa Lamarca  Marietta, Georgia  Psychology HONORS
Paul Joseph Maxwell Lance  Rittman  French
Hannah Lane-Davies  Kalamazoo, Michigan  Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies HONORS / Anthropology HONORS
Hayden Lane-Davies  Kalamazoo, Michigan  Theatre-Modern Dance HONORS / Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies
Ella Lang  New York, New York  Anthropology HONORS
Hannah Jun Langer  Gloucester, Massachusetts  Studio Art HONORS / English HONORS
Joelle Lau  Hong Kong, China  Psychology HONORS
Grace Lee  Seoul, Republic of Korea  Biology HONORS
Minhwa Lee  Seoul, Republic of Korea  Computer Science HONORS / Mathematics HONORS
Sejeong Lee  Seongnamsi Bundang-Gu, Republic of Korea  Mathematics / Education
Eliza Letteney  Natick, Massachusetts  English HONORS
Brittany Ann Leyda  Liberty Twp  Biology HONORS
Martin Li  Chengdu City, China  Global & International Studies HONORS
Mingyuan Li  Zhengzhou, China  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Gabija Liffick  Seattle, Washington  Communication Studies
Heidi M. Likins  Saint Clair, Michigan  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Katie Lindelof  Chappaqua, New York  Communication Studies
Botao Liu  Beijing, China  Mathematics
Kejun (Coco) Liu  Changsha, Hunan, China  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS
Ruoqi Liu  Shenzhen, China  Global & International Studies
Margaret Loarca  Findlay  Neuroscience HONORS
Eli Lohrey*  Hamilton  History / Education HONORS
Joanna Gabrielle S. Loney*  West Bloomfield, Michigan  Sociology
Catherine True Long  Knoxville, Tennessee  Political Science
Cesar Oswaldo Lopez  Lilburn, Georgia  Sociology
Baihe Luo*  Beijing, China  Mathematics
Eran Ndegwa Maina  Jacksonvile, Florida  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS
Connor Thomas Mangan  Sewickley, Pennsylvania  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Gabriela Marin  Chicago, Illinois  Political Science
Sarah Giroux Marion  Granby, Massachusetts  Psychology / Education  HONORS
Maria Reveca Martinez*  Chicago, Illinois  Studio Art
Marielle Monique Mason  Sudbury, Massachusetts  Psychology
Kobe Matesic*  Buffalo, New York  Communication Studies
Devon Allison Matson  Medina  History  HONORS / Archaeology  HONORS
Aaron T. McAllister  Silver Lake  English
William Thomas McCullough  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Economics
Brianna Marie McKeen  Delaware  Chemistry / History  HONORS
Emily Catherine McLennan  Cincinnatni  Psychology  HONORS
Alex Melchert  Neenah, Wisconsin  Psychology  HONORS
Alexa Nicole Mellis  Wexford, Pennsylvania  Political Science
Gabriel Melmed  Denver, Colorado  Global & International Studies  HONORS
Jennifer Louise Meltzer  Westminster, Maryland  Psychology
Caitlyn Michelle Menolasino  Hudson  Communication Sciences & Disorders  HONORS
Samuel Worabza Merga  Washington, District of Columbia  Neuroscience
Alicia Messenger  Alexandria, Virginia  English
Lila Rose Miller  Cleveland Heights  Studio Art
Willem Chester Mills  Redondo Beach, California  Political Science
Jiyoung Min  Gyeonggi-Do, Republic of Korea  Biology / Psychology
Max Thomas Moller  Granville  Religious Studies
Alec Hunter Monnie  Meadville, Pennsylvania  Political Science  HONORS
Dani Renee Montgomery*  Canal Winchester  Political Science
Laura Montoya  Norfolk, Virginia  Sociology
Natalia Victoria Moonier  Arnold, Missouri  Archaeology  HONORS
Desmond Alexander Morrow  Rochester, New York  Spanish
Kate Murphy  Concord, Massachusetts  English / Global Media & Digital Studies
Zach Myers  Canonsburg, Pennsylvania  Business Economics  HONORS

The Jonas O. Notestein Prize

Gentaro Nakata  Azumino, Japan  Physics

Anura Andrea Namachchivaya  Waterloo, Ontario, Canada  Anthropology

Joseph Jumil Naser  Cleveland  Political Science  HONORS

David Naugle  Venetia, Pennsylvania  Global & International Studies / German Studies  HONORS

Nathaniel Curtis Newman  Cheshire, Connecticut  Biology

Dung Chi Nguyen  Hanoi, Vietnam  Business Economics

Xi Ning  Chengdu, China  Chemistry

Yuta Nitanai  Suginami, Japan  Student Designed: Global Citizenship and Social Entrepreneurship

Hayden Nolan  Dillon, South Carolina  Anthropology

Marissa Elizabeth Norgrove  Dayton  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Katherine Grace O’Doherty*  Lone Tree, Colorado  Psychology

Peyton Douglas O’Laughlin  Mechanicsburg  History  HONORS / Education  HONORS

Matt Olszewski  Exeter, New Hampshire  Psychology  HONORS

Carlos Owusu-Ansah  Accra, Ghana  Physics  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS

Lucas Andrew Palmer  Laurreville  Political Science

Natalia Esther Parra Diaz  Lawrenceville, Georgia  Spanish  HONORS / Communication Studies

Dhwani Parsana  Rajkot, India  Neuroscience

Joseph Christopher Passodelis  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Economics

Samantha Rose Pavlecic*  Gibsonia, Pennsylvania  Biology

Cecilia Payne  Cleveland  Political Science  HONORS

Julia Marie Pearson  Hastings, Minnesota  Environmental Geoscience

Morgan Antonio Pedrosa Curry  Chicago, Illinois  Environmental Geoscience

Xinyu Martina Pei  Anqing, China  Communication Studies / East Asian Studies  HONORS

Shaun Conrad Peirce  North Attleboro, Massachusetts  Business Economics  HONORS

Sophia Deanna Pellar  Winnetka, Illinois  Communication Studies

Drake Pence*  Wilmington  Environmental Studies

Jacqueline Frances Perez  New York, New York  Music

Wiley O’Toole Phelps  Dublin  Environmental Studies

Kea Shaun Covee Phillips*  Toledo  Communication Studies

Sadie Lynn Phillips  Mason  Psychology

Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary  Columbus  Mathematics  HONORS / Philosophy  HONORS
Dylan Patrick Phillipson  *Ashley*  Environmental Studies
Stephanie Gabrielle Pokras  *Rockville, Maryland*  History HONORS
Camryn Edward Pollard  *Cleveland*  Sociology
Nicole Powell  *Ann Arbor, Michigan*  Computer Science HONORS
N Geraldine Praml  *Warrensville Heights*  English HONORS / History HONORS
Olivia Proe  *Shaker Heights*  Sociology HONORS
Huikang Qian  *Wuhan, China*  Physics
Indigo Quashie  *Chicago Heights, Illinois*  Studio Art HONORS
Alexa Rakosky  *Polk*  Studio Art
Alyssa Nicole Ramirez  *Levittown, New York*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Priscilla Ramos Rico  *Chicago, Illinois*  Sociology
Sarah Rapacz  *Strongsville*  English HONORS
Jack Charles Redick  *Elmhurst, Illinois*  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology HONORS

The G. Julian Lathrop Memorial Award
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom  *Troy*  Psychology HONORS
Lucas Pazos Rego  *Palmetto Bay, Florida*  Biology
Emma Reiner  *Saint Johnsbury, Vermont*  Political Science / English
Sarah Elizabeth Renaker  *Cincinnati*  Communication Studies HONORS
Anthony Eanraig Riggs  *Mishawaka, Indiana*  Archaeology / Religious Studies HONORS
Alexis Riley-DiPaolo  *Jacksonville, Florida*  Neuroscience HONORS
Olivia Mae Risch  *Bay Village*  Psychology HONORS
Virginia Roberts  *Canton, Michigan*  Biology HONORS
Erin Anne Robichaud  *Westerville*  Classical Studies HONORS / History HONORS
Maya M. Rodemer  *Ann Arbor, Michigan*  Student Designed: Food and Nutrition Science HONORS
Carter James Rogers  *Gaithersburg, Maryland*  Mathematics HONORS
David Martin Roney, V  *Castle Rock, Colorado*  Psychology HONORS / Communication Sciences & Disorders HONORS
Camryn Eve Rosenstein  *Evanston, Illinois*  Communication Studies
William Ruebsteck  *Rocky River*  History HONORS / Education HONORS
Emma Russell  *Bay Village*  Environmental Studies
Alan Salacain  *Middleburg, Virginia*  Archaeology
William Michael Santella  *Ridgefield, Connecticut*  Geology
Katie Elizabeth Sarzosa  *Wooster*  Neuroscience
Michelle Jiting Sayre  *North Canton*  Psychology
Hamilton David Schattgen  Fredericksburg, Virginia  Mathematics / Education  HONORS
Andrew David Scherson  Memphis, Tennessee  History HONORS / Education  HONORS
Anna Katrina Schroeder  Downers Grove, Illinois  Chemistry  HONORS
Zach Schuch  Wooster  Economics
Sydney Schultz  Houston, Texas  Neuroscience
Louis Schwartz  Shaker Heights  Chemistry
Artemus D'Mone Scissum, Jr.  Boardman  Political Science
Kath Scott  Beaver, Pennsylvania  English  HONORS
Keonn Montavious Scott  Fort Lauderdale, Florida  Sociology
Kera Brooke Sells  Westland, Michigan  Neuroscience  HONORS
James Shanahan  Brookfield, Illinois  English  HONORS
Hikmet Ahmed Sherief  Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  Student Designed: BCMB in a Global Context
Gabriel Jordan Sherman  Prospect, Kentucky  Business Economics
Katherine Shideler  Gibsonia, Pennsylvania  Mathematics HONORS / Physics  HONORS
Jonas Hyer Short  Uniontown  Anthropology HONORS / Art History  HONORS
Angad Singh*  Doomdooma, India  Mathematics
Keetrone Singleton, Jr.  Horn Lake, Mississippi  Theatre-Modern Dance
Sabina Beth Skolnick  Mission Hills, Kansas  Sociology HONORS
Christine Rose Slater  Farmington Hills, Michigan  Neuroscience
Alyssa Smith  Livonia, Michigan  Africana Studies  HONORS
Charles Richard Smrekar  Willoughby  Music HONORS / English  HONORS
Paige Sogandares  Reston, Virginia  Biology
Handeul Son  Jeju-Si, Republic of Korea  Physics
Jackie Song*  Beijing, China  Mathematics
Alexis Sotelo  Chicago, Illinois  Political Science
Lillie Therese Soukup  Winston Salem, North Carolina  English  HONORS
Stephen W. Spidell  Mount Eaton  Communication Studies
Brett Alexander Stern  Livonia, Michigan  Mathematics HONORS / Business Economics  HONORS
Jack Stevens  Meadville, Pennsylvania  History / Education
Kelsey Anne Stone*  Golden, Colorado  Biology / Religious Studies
Tara Strauch*  Palo Alto, California  Anthropology  HONORS / Education
Elizabeth Suarez Gonzalez  Chicago, Illinois  Spanish / Political Science
Wanting Sun  Beijing, China  Business Economics  HONORS
Hayley Michele Swinnerton  Brook Park  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Kidsena Tafesse  Addis Ababa, Ethiopia  Global & International Studies
BJ Tally*  Simpsonville, South Carolina  History / Education  HONORS 📜
Maresa Aida-Azi Taté  Fairburn, Georgia  Neuroscience

* The William Wallace Chappell – Elizabeth Dalton Memorial Prize

Maya Tawil  Canton  Biology  HONORS
Morgan Thompson  Seattle, Washington  Computer Science  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Diane Elise Tierney  Lafayette, Colorado  Anthropology
Jackson Todd  Washington, District of Columbia  Political Science
Omar Hani Tolentino  Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  Psychology
Torrey Totman  Howard  Psychology
An Tran  Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam  Chemistry
Ngh Tran*  Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Duc Hoang Trinh  Hanoi, Vietnam  Business Economics / Statistical & Data Sciences
Kelsi Lee Trivette*  Orrville  Psychology / Education 📜
Shoshana R. Troen-Krasnow  Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts  Environmental Geoscience
Catalina Rodriguez Valdez  Atlanta, Georgia  Africana Studies
Reyka Beth VanSickle  Westerville  Communication Studies  HONORS
Shayna Laine Vicker  Avonmore, Pennsylvania  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Victor Romario Villanueva  Chicago, Illinois  Communication Studies
Brandon David Vincenzo  North Ridgervile  Economics
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier  Hanover, Indiana  English  HONORS / French  HONORS
Shane Michael Wallace  Waterford, Michigan  Global & International Studies  HONORS
Lily Michal Walters*  Lake Forest, Illinois  History  HONORS / Education 📜
Stacy Wang*  Tianjin, China  Business Economics
Kayla Ashton Way  Wooster  Communication Studies
Christine Marie Weber  Cincinnati  Archaeology  HONORS / Art History  HONORS
Leslie Weekley  Shreve  Studio Art
Theodore Nathan Wells  Manlius, New York  Political Science  HONORS

* The William A. Galpin Award for General Excellence in College Work, 2nd

Henry Whyte  Irwin, Pennsylvania  Physics
Kathryn Q. Wilbanks  Tucson, Arizona  Biology
Miura Santina Wiley*  Cheshire, Connecticut  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology  HONORS
Angelo Williams  Ellwood City, Pennsylvania  Mathematics  HONORS / Computer Science  HONORS
Claire Elizabeth Wineman  Denver, Colorado  Environmental Geoscience  HONORS
Lilly Woerner  Elgin, Illinois  Art History / Chemistry
Brandon Robert Woolman  Pontiac, Michigan  Neuroscience
Perry Emerson Worthey  Decatur, Georgia  Anthropology
Keira Clarke Wright  New York, New York  Urban Studies
Tongtong Wu  Shenzhen, China  Psychology  HONORS
Andreas Xenofontos  Nicosia, Cyprus  Economics  HONORS
Bohao Xia  Guangzhou, China  Communication Studies  HONORS
Xinchen Xie  Beijing, China  Physics  HONORS / Mathematics  HONORS
Weidi Xu*  Kunming, China  Global & International Studies
Sailesh Ram Yellayi  Franklin, Michigan  Psychology
Mika Yonaha  Meguro, Japan  Student Designed: Digital Design of Entertainment Environments
Yang Yu  Beijing, China  Physics
Devin Scott Zagar  Oil City, Pennsylvania  Political Science
Nyla Jade Zak  Oakmont, Pennsylvania  Psychology
Shahroz Zaman  Moscow, Russian Federation  History  HONORS
Jingyi Zhou  Lanzhou, China  Chemistry / Mathematics
Samuel Joseph Zimmerman  Ontario  Political Science  HONORS
Mila Zunich  Avon Lake  Communication Sciences & Disorders
Delaney Rose Zuver  Bryan  Communication Studies  HONORS

Bachelor of Music Education
Gunnar Emmanuel Holmberg*  Paramus, New Jersey  Music Education

Bachelor of Music Therapy
Kathryn Elizabeth Dunkelberger*  Perrysburg  Music Therapy
Samuel Lawrence Osterwisch*  Cincinnati  Music Therapy

*Degree requirements to be completed at a later date.
*Will be eligible for State of Ohio Teaching License.
A single Old Gold cord indicates departmental honors. Black and Gold mix indicates Phi Beta Kappa membership.
The Latin Honors

A widely recognized academic distinction, Latin Honors are based on overall grade point average in courses taken at the College: summa cum laude for 3.900 to 4.000, magna cum laude for 3.750 to 3.899, and cum laude for 3.500 to 3.749. To graduate summa cum laude, a student must also receive Honors on the Senior Independent Study.

Summa cum laude

Cambry Baker
Erica Berent
Angie Bittar
Grace Gloria Bouker
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub
Elizabeth Maria Cotton
Andrew Danison
Hung Tuan Dao
Oria Lee Daugherty
Claire Elaine Davidson
Gillian Rose Desonier-Lewis
Kendra Rose Devereux
Maggie Riggs Dougherty
Gerald Michael Dryden II
Holly Noelle Engel
Alex Fiander
Halen Gifford
Sydney Maureen Hanes
Bradlee Elizabeth Hartman
Katie Harvey
Kaylin Nicole Hoffman
Sarah Ives Hopkins
Isabella Lence Ilievski
Alayt Abraham Issak
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Amelia Ann Garrison Kemp
Marloes Krabbe
Eric Alexander Kraus
Hannah Lane-Davies
Ella Lang
Mingyuan Li
Eran Ndegwa Maina
Carlos Owusu-Ansah
Mica Taylor Phillips-Gary
Stephanie Gabrielle Pokras
N Geraldine Praml
Sarah Rapacz
Jack Charles Redick
Erin Anne Robichaud
Jonas Hyer Short
Lillie Therese Soukup
Tara Strauch*
Maya Tawil
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier
Christine Marie Weber
Miura Santina Wiley*
Claire Elizabeth Wineman
Xinchen Xie
Magna cum laude

Grace Elizabeth Adkins
Andrea Arts
Kyla Materese Babics
Rachel Leigh Backstrom
Meghan Badge
Laura Elizabeth Barnhill
Kennedey M. Bell
Sofia Biegeleisen*
Ashley Boersma
Luke Borgelt
Meghan Leigh Botsch
Annelisea Marie Brand
Giovanny Andres Bravo*
Brooke Brown
Lydia Noelle Bruno
Emma Busch
Sarah Alexis Campbell*
Aditi Chowbay
Noah William Crane
Estelle Dowling
Abby Everidge
Morgan Paige Fields
Abigail Fisk
Daniel Thomas Fleming
Sierra A. Foltz
Wilson Freije*
Justin Dean Garibotti
Max Gregg
Zhao Guo
Nathaniel Joseph Haines
Anna Halgash
Stachal Harris
Heather Hartmann
Benjamin Robert Alick Hassan
Devin Andrew Henson
Tessa Iretton
Amu Ishikawa*
Leah Hanan Jorn
Shivam K C

Jonah Kadens*
Madeleine Florence Keller
Andrew T. Kilbride
Dante Gibby King
Larissa Lamarca
Hayden Lane-Davies
Joelle Lau
Grace Lee
Minhwa Lee
Eliza Letterney
Brittany Ann Leyda
Kejun (Coco) Liu
Margaret Loarca
Aaron T. McAllister
Emily Catherine McLennan
Alex Melchert
Caitlyn Michelle Menolasino
Alec Hunter Monnie
Natalia Victoria Moonier
Zach Myers
Joseph Jumil Naser
Samantha Rose Pavlecic*
Nicole Powell
Olivia Proe
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom
Maya M. Rodemer
Carter James Rogers
David Martin Roney, V
Katherine Shideler
Charles Richard Smrekar
Handeul Son
Morgan Thompson
An Tran
Reyka Beth VanSickle
Theodore Nathan Wells
Angelo Williams
Andreas Xenofontos
Bohao Xia
Delaney Rose Zuver
Cum laude

Randa Elie Abboud
Julia Ajello
Owen Thomas Arace
Olivia Christine Azzarita
Stuart Ball
Austrella Beverly Bailey
Morgan Barnett
Nicole Catherine Benya*
Rephael Moshe Berkooz
Jayne Elizabeth Blinkhorn
Anne Cora Bowers
Lauren Elizabeth Brown
Wyatt Holiday Brugge
Manh Duc Bui*
Samuel James Casey
Claire Marie Cerne
Shay Elizabeth Chapman
Xi Cheng
Lesley Naa-Kwaama Chinery
Alex Cohen
Emmalee Cooke
Zoe Sallee Covey
Eliza Anne Cullen
Abby Rose Cunningham
Jonathan Davies
Michael Dean
Alethea Grace Deyhle
Jay Anthony DiBacco
Kathryn Elizabeth Dunkelberger*
Sarah Foley Duran
Marcel Lignani Elkouri
Elyse Evans*
Anabel Helena Faigin
Evan Thomas Faxon
Megan Anne Fisher
Rachel Delilah Ginsburg
Joshua Gluck
Rachel Greer
Daniel Jonathan Halbing*
Laura Ann Haley
Amanda Han
Elena Denali Hart
Piper Hamilton Hartman
Max Hill*
Nathan Yoder Hill
Georgia Louise Hoppes-Weber
Ciara Larkin Hudson
Saheed Husain

Molly Kathleen Hutter
Claire Marie Jennings
Levi Remington Johnson
Nia Johnson
Mattaeus Klonowski
Bryce Knopp
Andrew Michael Kunkel
Hannah Jun Langer
Martin Li
Sarah Giroux Marion
Devon Allison Matson
William Thomas McCullough
Bianna Marie McKeen
Gabriel Melmed
Lila Rose Miller
Laura Montoya
Kate Murphy
Hayden Nolan
Peyton Douglas O’Laughlin
Natalia Esther Parra Díaz
Cecilia Payne
Xinyu Martina Pei
Shaun Conrad Peirce
Indigo Quashie
Sarah Elizabeth Renaker
Anthony Eanraig Riggs
Alexis Riley-DiPaolo
Olivia Mae Risch
Virginia Roberts
William Ruebsteck
Anna Katrina Schroeder
Kath Scott
Kera Brooke Sells
Sabina Beth Skolnick
Brett Alexander Stern
Wanting Sun
Duc Hoang Trinh
Shayna Laine Vicker
Brandon David Vincenzo
Shane Michael Wallace
Lily Michal Walters*
Stacy Wang*
Cobi Grace Warstler
Tongtong Wu
Yang Yu
Samuel Joseph Zimmerman
Mila Zunich

*As of May 8, 2021
College Prizes

*The Jonas O. Notestein Prize*
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub
Elizabeth Maria Cotton
Holly Noelle Engel
Marloes Baker Krabbe
Zach Myers

*The William A. Galpin Award for General Excellence in College Work*
Austrella Beverly Bailey, 1st
Saeed Husain, 1st
Katherine Shideler, 2nd
Theodore Nathan Wells, 2nd

*The Dan F. Lockhart Outstanding Senior Award*
Marcel Lignani Elkouri

*The G. Julian Lathrop Memorial Award*
Jack Charles Redick

*The Parker Myers Memorial Award*
Maggie Riggs Dougherty

*The William Wallace Chappell – Elizabeth Dalton Memorial Prize*
Maresa Aida-Azi Taté
Departmental and Program Prizes

*The Allardice-Wise Prize in Theatre*
Seth Douglas Green
Hayden Lane-Davies

*The American Chemical Society Senior Award*
Alexis Katelyn Bauer
Heather Hartmann

*The American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Organic Chemistry*
Anna Katrina Schroeder

*The American Institute of Chemists Foundation Award*
Mattaeus Klonowski
Mingyuan Li

*The William Z. Bennett Prize in Chemistry*
Heather Hartmann

*The David L. Carpenter Pre-Law Prize*
Jacob Mansfield Abramo

*The Arthur H. Compton Prize in Physics*
Carlos Owusu-Ansah
Xinchen Xie

*The Frank Hewitt Cowles Memorial Prize in Classics*
Dante Gibby King

*The William C. Craig Theatre Prize*
Hayden Lane-Davies

*The Karen Diane Cross Memorial Award in Biology/Chemistry*
Grace Elizabeth Adkins

*The Cummings-Rumbaugh Government Prize*
Angie Bittar
Sydney Marueen Hanes
Stachal Harris
Theodore Nathan Wells

*The Cummings-Rumbaugh History Prize*
Sofia Biegeleisen
Anna Halgash

*The Cummings-Rumbaugh Speech and Dramatics Prize*
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Gerald Dryden

*The Roland H. del Mar Prize in Spanish*
Heather Hartmann

*The Donaldson Prize for Independent Study*
Zoe Sallee Covey
Sierra A. Foltz
The Aileen Dunham Prize in History
Stephanie Gabrielle Pokras
N Geraldine Praml
Erin Anne Robichaud

The Waldo H. Dunn Prize in English
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier

The David A. Guldin Award in Physical Education
Katherine Shideler, women’s sports
Evan Thomas Faxon, men’s sports

The William Edgar Hoffman, Jr. Prize in Education
Isabella Lence Ilievski

The Vivian L. Holliday Prize in Archaeology/Classical Studies
Natalia Victoria Moonier
Erin Anne Robichaud

The Charles E. Hurst Prize in Sociology and Anthropology
Cesar Oswaldo Lopez

The International Paper Company Foundation Business Economics Prize
Hung Tuan Dao
Zach Myers

The David A. Leach Memorial Prize in Psychology
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom

The Delbert G. Lean Prize in Speech
Halen Gifford

The Donald R. MacKenzie Prize in Art
Andrea Arts (2020)
Hannah Jun Langer

The Edward McCreight Prize in Dramatics
Seth Douglas Green

The Manges Prize in Physical Education
Molly Kathleen Hutter
Joshua Gluck

The Horace N. Mateer Prize in Biology
Maya Tawil

The Emerson Miller Memorial Prize in Speech
Kennedey M. Bell
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson

The Frank Miller Prize in Political Science
Samuel Joseph Zimmerman

The John F. Miller Prize in Philosophy
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary
Alex Fiander
The George Olson Prize in Art
Elena Denali Hart

The John W. Olthouse Prize in French and Francophone
Elizabeth Maria Cotton
Holly Noelle Engel

The Pi Kappa Lambda Prize in Music
Charles Richard Smrekar

The Procter & Gamble Economics Prize
Tessa Ireton

The William Byron Ross Memorial Prize in Chemistry
Georgia Louise Hopps-Weber
Jack Charles Redick

The Royal Society of Chemistry Certificate of Excellence
Jenelle Chante Booker

The Netta Strain Scott Prize in Art
Abigail Fisk
Marloes Krabbe
Hannah Jun Langer
Jonas Hyer Short
Christine Marie Weber

The Maria Sexton Award
Molly Kathleen Hutter
Tongtong Wu
Mila Zunich

The Sisodia-Williams Prize in Biochemistry
Eran Ndegwa Maina

The Whitney E. Stoneburner Memorial Prize in Education
Peyton Douglas O’Laughlin
Tara Elizabeth Strauch

The James R. Turner Prize in Women’s, Gender, & Sexuality Studies
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier

The Paul DeWitt Twinem Bible Award
Lauren Elizabeth Brown

The Joseph E. Weber Premedical Award (Chemistry)
Wilson Freije
Jack Charles Redick

The Paul Q. White Prize in English
Holly Noelle Engel

The William H. Wilson Prize in Mathematics
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary
Xinchen Xie
Phi Beta Kappa

Grace Gloria Bouker
Lydia Noelle Bruno
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub
Aditi Chowbey
Andrew Danison
Oria Lee Daugherty
Claire Elaine Davidson
Gillian Rose Desonier-Lewis
Kendra Rose Devereux
Maggie Riggs Dougherty
Gerald Michael Dryden
Holly Noelle Engel
Alex Patrick Fiander
Halen Gifford
Max Kent Gregg
Sydney Maureen Hanes
Bradlee Elizabeth Hartman
Kaylin Nicole Hoffman
Isabella Lence Ilievski
Amu Ishikawa
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Jonah Kadens
Marloes Baker Krabbe

Eric Alexander Kraus
Hannah Lindsay Lane-Davies
Hayden Douglas Lane-Davies
Eran Ndegwa Maina
Alexander Spence Melchert
Zach Myers
Carlos Owusu-Ansah
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary
N Praml
Sarah Rapacz
Jack Charles Redick
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom
Erin Anne Robichaud
Jonas Hyer Short
Handeul Son
Lillian Therese Soukup
Tara Elizabeth Strauch
Maya Rose Tawil
Morgan Charles Thompson
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier
Christine Marie Weber
Miura Santina Wiley
Honorary Societies

Alpha Kappa Delta
Sociology
Elizabeth Maria Cotton*
Claire Elaine Davidson*
Sarah Foley Duran
Zhen Guo*
Amelia Ann Garrison Kemp*
Laura Montoya
Olivia Claire Proe*
Sabina Beth Skolnick

Alpha Psi Omega
Theatre and Dance
Carlos Desantiago†
Estelle Dowling*
Gerald Michael Dryden II†
Max Gregg
Hayden Lane-Davies†
Louis Schwartz†
Reyka Beth Vansickle†

Beta Beta Beta
Biology
Grace Elizabeth Adkins
Julia Ajello
Kyla Materese Babics
Erica Berent
Hallie N. Bischoff
Luke Borgelt
Lydia Noelle Bruno
Emmamle Cooke
Andrew Danison
Oria Lee Daugherty
Jay Anthony DiBacco
Esteele Dowling
Marcel Lignani Elkouri
Evan Thomas Faxon
Daniel Thomas Fleming
Wilson Freije
Asvin Gireesh
Joshua Gluck
Hannah Lorainne Greenland
Rachel Greer
Amanda Han
Bryce Knopp
Eric Alexander Kraus
Grace Lee
Brittany Ann Leyda
Mingyuan Li
Kejun (Coco) Liu
Margaret Loarca
Connor Thomas Mangan
Dhwani Parsana
Samantha Rose Pavlecic
Jack Charles Redick
Kera Brooke Sells
Hikmet Ahmed Sherief
Maya Tawil
Nghi Tran
Miura Santina Wiley

Delta Phi Alpha
German
Julia Ajello
Sydney Lynn Barger
Laura Elizabeth Barnhill
Jenelle Chante Booker
Bryce Clayton Danovskis
David Naugle
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary
Handeul Son
Keira Clarke Wright

Eta Sigma Phi
Classics
Morgan Barnett
Alex Cohen
Maggie Riggs Dougherty
Dante Gibby King
Erin Anne Robichaud
Christine Marie Weber
Sailesh Ram Yellayi
Nyla Jade Zak

Iota Iota Iota
Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Priscilla Ramos Rico

Kappa Delta Pi
Education
Kennedey M. Bell
Jayne Elizabeth Blinkhorn
Anne Cora Bowers
Jacob Cook
Anabel Helena Faigin
Morgan Paige Fields
Piper Hamilton Hartman
Gunnar Emmanuel Holmberg
Isabella Lence Ilievski
Jonah Kadens
Madeleine Florence Keller
Larissa Lamarca
Eli Lohrey
Andrew David Scherson

Lambda Alpha
Anthropology
Annelisea Marie Brand
Joanna Nicole Fowler
Devin Andrew Henson*
Saeed Husain
Marloes Krabbe*
Hannah Lane-Davies*
Ella Lang*
Devon Allison Matson
Natalia Victoria Moonier*
Hayden Nolan
Anthony Eanraig Riggs
Jonas Hyer Short*
Tara Strauch*
Christine Marie Weber*
Perry Emerson Worthey

Lambda Pi Eta
Communication
Meghan Badge
Kennedey M. Bell
Meghan Leigh Botsch
Margaret Irene Brown
Chloe Lynn Burdette
Lesley Naa-Kwaama Chinery
Anabel Helena Faigin
Halen Gifford
Laura Ann Haley
Bradlee Elizabeth Hartman
Sarah Ives Hopkins
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Amelia Ann Garrison Kemp
Heidi M. Likins
Caitlyn Michelle Menolasino
Sophia Deanna Pellar
Sarah Elizabeth Renaker
Reyka Beth VanSickle
Bohao Xia
Mila Zunich

Nu Rho Psi
Neuroscience
Rachel Leigh Backstrom
Ashley Boersma
Marcel Lignani Elkouri
Hannah Lorraine Greenland
Nathan Yoder Hill
Margaret Loarca
Alexis Riley-DiPaolo
Kera Brooke Sells
Maresa Aida-Azi Taté
Brandon Robert Woolman

Omicron Delta Epsilon
Economics
Brooke Brown*
Sanket Chavan
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub*
Noah S. Clement
Zenia Danielle Conrad
Maggie Riggs Dougherty
Aidan Enright
Tessa Ireton*
Levi Remington Johnson
Madeleine Florence Keller*
William Thomas McCullough*
Alexa Nicole Mellis
Gabriel Melmed
Zach Myers*
Shaun Conrad Peirce*
Gabriel Jordan Sherman
Brett Alexander Stern*
Wanting Sun*
Brandon David Vincenzo
Stacy Wang*
Andreas Xenofontos*

Phi Alpha Theta
History
Owen Thomas Arace
Sofia Biegeleisen
Jacob Cook
Eliza Anne Cullen
Angela Hiawoea Danso Gyane
Erin Delaney
Lillian Leigh Dunning
Anna Halgash
Jack Jones
Serigne-Abdoulahad Kebe
Hannah Jun Langer
Eli Lohrey
Devon Allison Matson

**Phi Alpha Theta** (continued)

*History*

Brianna Marie McKeen
Stephanie Gabrielle Pokras
N Geraldine Praml
Erin Anne Robichaud
William Ruebsteck
Andrew David Scherson
Kidsena Tafesse

**Phi Sigma Tau**

*Philosophy*

Jacob Mansfield Abramo
Nicole Catherine Benya†
Annelisea Marie Brand*
Madelyn Amanda Cobb
Alex Cohen†
Alex Fiander*
Morgan Paige Fields*
Max Gregg*
Sosi Hailu-Chanyalew*
Daniel Jonathan Halbing*
Nathan Yoder Hill*
Serigne-Abdoulahad Kebe*
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary†
Stephanie Gabrielle Pokras*
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom
Tongtong Wu*

**Pi Kappa Lambda**

*Music*

Nathaniel Joseph Haines

**Pi Mu Epsilon**

*Mathematics*

Rephael Moshe Berkooz
Tran Anh Vu Bui
Emma Busch
Zhen Guo
Molly Kathleen Hutter
Alayt Abraham Issak
Shivam K C
Minhwa Lee
Brianna Marie McKeen
Zach Myers

Carlos Owusu-Ansah
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary
Nicole Powell
Carter James Rogers
Katherine Shideler
Brett Alexander Stern
Angelo Williams
Xinchen Xie

**Pi Sigma Alpha**

*Political Science*

Giovanney Andres Bravo
Elyse Evans*
Sydney Maureen Hanes
Stachal Harris*
Katie Harvey
Alec Hunter Monnie*
Joseph Jumil Naser*
Cecilia Payne*
Theodore Nathan Wells*
Samuel Joseph Zimmerman*

**Psi Chi**

*Psychology*

Rachel Leigh Backstrom
Gloria Grace Bouker
Noah William Crane
Isabella Lence Ilievski
Joelle Lau
David Martin Roney, V
Aaron T. McAllister
William Thomas McCullough
Alex Melchert
Lydia Gabrielle Reedstrom
Alexis Riley-DiPaolo

**Sigma Delta Pi**

*Spanish*

Alexis Katelyn Bauer
Kennedy M. Bell
Sofia Biegeleisen
Ashley Boersma
Camryn Alyce Bragg
Wyatt Holiday Brugge
Emma Busch
Alyxandra Claycomb
Oria Lee Daugherty
Abby Everidge
Wilson Freije
Justin Dean Garibotti
Heather Hartmann
Sarah Ives Hopkins
Brittany Ann Leyda
Dezmond Alexander Morrow
Zach Myers
Joseph Jumil Naser
Nathaniel Curtis Newman
Matt Olszewski
Natalia Esther Parra Díaz
Sabina Beth Skolnick
Paige Sogandares
Elizabeth Suárez Gonzalez
Reyka Beth Vansickle
Miura Santina Wiley

Sigma Tau Delta

English
Claire Elaine Davidson
Holly Noelle Engel
Abby Everidge
Morgan Paige Fields

Sierra A. Foltz
Justin Dean Garibotti
Anna Halgash
Hannah Jun Langer
Eliza Charlotte Letteney
Aaron T. McAllister
Kate Murphy
N Geraldine Praml
Charles Richard Smrekar
Sarah Rapacz
Lillian Therese Soukup
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier

*Inducted at the end of sophomore year
*Inducted at the end of junior year
Awards to Seniors at the 2021 Recognition Banquet

The Alice Hutchison Lytle Biology Award
Oria Lee Daugherty
Maya Tawil

The Ann C. Mowery Endowed Scholarship
Katherine Shideler
Yang Yu

The Barbara Ward McGraw Memorial Prize
Jayne Elizabeth Blinkhorn
Morgan Paige Fields

The Cary R. Wagner Prize in Chemistry
Wilson Freije

The Charles B. Moke Prize
William Michael Santella

The Damon D. and Mary T. Hickey Endowed Library Prize
Dung Chi Nguyen

The Daniel and Clarice Parmelee Endowed Prize Fund
Ciara Larkin Hudson
Charles Richard Smrekar

The David O. Wise Endowed Scholarship
Owen Thomas Arace

The Dorothy Reid Dalzell Award
Maresa Aida-Azi Taté

The Dr. David J. and Dianna L. Sterna Endowed Scholarship
Kyla Materese Babics

The Eberhart Family Scholarship
Camryn Alyce Bragg
Brianna Marie McKeen

The Eleanor J. Pope Prize
Zoie Déja Bills

The Elizabeth Sidwell Wagner Prize in Mathematics
Carlos Owusu-Ansah
Xinchen Xie

The Endowed Faculty Scholarship
Elizabeth Maria Cotton
Gillian Rose Desonier-Lewis
Halen Gifford
Isabella Lence Ilievski
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Eran Ndegwa Maina
Emily Catherine McLennan
Joseph Naser
N Geraldine Praml
The Foster Prize in Mathematics
Mian Ahsan Ali
Molly Kathleen Hutter

The Frances Guille-Secor Memorial Fund
Annabelle Grace Vosmeier

The Francis and Elizabeth Twinem Scholarship
Eran Ndegwa Maina

The G. Pauline Ihrig Fund in French
Holly Noelle Engel

The German Department Book Prize
Handeul Son

The Gladene “Deanie” Collins Endowed Scholarship
Reyka Beth VanSickle

The J. Garber Drushal Scholarship
Yuta Nitanai

The James R. Turner Prize in History
Erin Anne Robichaud

The Jill Rasmussen Karatinos, M.D. Endowed Scholarship
Maresa Aida-Azi Taté

The John D. Fackler Award
Cecilia Payne

The John M. Robinson, M.D. Scholarship
Randa Elie Abboud

The John Plummer Memorial Scholarship for Contributing
to a More Welcoming Campus for LGBTQ People
Cesar Oswaldo Lopez

The Josh Farthing Endowed Prize
Omar Hani Tolentino

The Laub Foundation Scholarship
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson

The Leslie Gordon Tait Scholarship
Anthony Eanraig Riggs

The Mahesh K. Garg Prize in Physics
Megan Anne Fisher

The Mary Sanborn Allen Prize
Alyxandra Claycomb
David Naugle
Awards to Seniors at the 2021 Recognition Banquet (continued)

The Paul Evans Lamale Scholarship in the Social Sciences
Angela Hiawobea Danso Gyane
Maggie Riggs Dougherty
Danté M. Fair
Isabella Lence Ilievski

The Peter H. Gore Prize Fund
Ghita (Rita) Chiboub
Maggie Riggs Dougherty

The Phi Beta Kappa Prize
Rhiannon Noelle Johnson
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary

The Remy Johnson Memorial Prize in Philosophy
Alex Cohen
Max Gregg

The Robert E. Wilson Scholarship
Heather Hartmann

The Robert G. Bone History Prize
Erin Delaney

The Robert James Brown Memorial Peace Prize
Angie Bittar
Maggie Riggs Dougherty

The Robert W. McDowell Prize in Geology
Kendra Rose Devereux

The Ronald E. Hustwit Prize in Philosophy
Alex Fiander
Micah Taylor Phillips-Gary

The Sharp Family Prize
Nicholas William Hanna

The Stanley R. Welty Family Scholarship
Elyse Evans

The Stuart J. Ling Jazz Award
Olivia Mae Risch

The Swan Prize Fund
Shay Elizabeth Chapman

The Theodore Williams Prize in Music
Michael Dean
Sydney Maureen Hanes
Olivia Mae Risch

The Theodore Williams Scholarship
Lesley Naa-Kwaama Chinery
The Theron L. & Dorothy R. Peterson Prize
Molly Kathleen Hutter
Alayt Abraham Issak

The Thomas D. Clareson Prize in English
Charles Richard Smrekar

The Tom Neiswander Memorial Award
Cesar Oswaldo Lopez

The Vivien W. Chan Prize in Interdisciplinary Sciences
Marlayna Harris
Minhwa Lee
Nicole Powell

The William I. Schreiber Scholarship
Bryce Clayton Danovskis

The Willis C. Behoteguy Scholarship
Kaylin Nicole Hoffman

The Women's Advisory Board Scholarship
Erin Anne Robichaud
Flowers for the 2021 Commencement have been given in memory of Esther Mae Graber ’34, Director of Food Service from 1947 to 1970, and at the time of her retirement in June 1977, Manager of The Wooster Inn.